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 But the whole issue has become twisted by
 asking for 'relaxation' for other categories
 also. Needless to say, the demand is quite
 unjustified.

 The JAC further wanted the arrest and
 prosecution of the killers of Arun Kumar,
 an ST student who was done to death by a
 group owing allegiance to the ABVP two
 months ago. Though it is a genuine demand,
 the JAC itself has done precious little to
 registerits protesteffectively barring aroutine
 paper protest. To press for the acceptance of
 its otherdemands, theJACpitched atentnear
 the state secretariat on July 11, and went on
 an indefinite hunger strike much to the
 surprise of many teachers and sympathisers
 who were not prepared for such a sudden
 development. Interestingly the hunger strike
 coincided with the commencement of the

 state assembly session. After three days the
 police pulled down the hunger strike camp
 and shifted the strikers to the hospital.
 Questions about the strike were raised in the
 assembly by the opposition the following
 day. On the last day of the assembly on
 July 15, Nara Chandrababu Naidu and
 leaders of the CPI and CPI(M) visited the
 hospital and offered fruit juice to the four
 strikers, formally calling off the hunger strike.

 To conclude, though the university of late
 has shown some courage in tackling the
 'NET' issue effectively, it should showmore
 guts in cleansing the university of
 administrative cobwebs, publish a White
 Paper on the quota posts and a policy
 paper on teacher recruitment and promo-
 tions to refurbish its tainted image among
 the dalit sections.

 Beurs and Beurettes of France
 Crisis of Identity

 Lata Murugkar

 The emergence of 'beurs' and 'beurettes' on the French public scene since
 the early 80s has raised issues of integration and religious and cultural
 identity of these French-born, north African, second generation children,

 confined to the bottom strata of the French society.

 TODAY in France immigration and
 integration are two of the most frequently
 discussed issues in the political, social,
 cultural and economic spheres. When the
 French speak of immigration, they refer'
 almostexclusively to the 1.5 millionMuslem
 immigrants from three north African countries
 who have settled in France in the last
 generation. The immigrants from these three
 countries, Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, are
 called Maghrebins. In 1989 there were
 approximately four million residents, of
 which 43 per cent were of north African
 ancestry. Among these Algerians count the

 highest, i e, 8,20,000; Moroccans are
 5,17,000, and Tunisians 2,03,000, to which
 onemight add all the Franco-Algerianyouths
 who have French citizenship.! Of the four
 million resident foreigners, one-third are
 under-twenty year old. The highest youth
 proportions are to be found among the north
 Africans: 43 per cent of the Moroccans, 40
 per cent of the Tunisians and 41 per cent of
 the Algerians are under twenty. The
 Maghrebin population is characterised by an
 increasing number of women and young
 people.2 It is mainly the young Algerians
 who have been called 'les beurs' and young
 females 'les beurettes' sincethe early 1980.3
 They are also called 'young immigrants' or
 'second generation immigrants', although
 most of them are born in France and are not

 in a literal sense immigrants at all. The
 emergence of the 'beurs' as a new reality on
 the French public scene since the early 80s
 raises a number of questions: Could these
 French born north African children be
 integrated when they are confined to the
 bottom strata? Would they turn to Muslim
 religion to rebuild an identity? Could they
 maintain their separate cultural identity?

 IMMIGRANTS FROM ALGERIA

 From the very earliest stages, at the
 beginning of the 20th century, Algerians left
 the poorest parts of Algeria-most notably
 Kabylia, a mountainous region to the east
 of Algeria-to work for a few years in France
 as labourers in agriculture and industry under
 the rotation system. All immigrant workers
 were expected to return home in due course.
 In the last 15 years the perception of
 immigrants as temporary workers has
 changed; they are nowregarded aspennanent
 residents. Since the late 1970s France has
 been stuck with high unemployment, a
 problem that has consistently worsened over
 the past 10 years. The increased population
 of north Africans was considered as the chief
 reason of unemployment. The bitter
 experience of Algerian war also strained the
 relations between the French and north
 Africans. Since racially motivated attacks

 by French people on migrants (especially
 north Africans ) were on the increase, the
 Algerian government eventually called a halt
 to further immigration in 1973.4 France also
 decided to halt all further immigration from
 third world countries in 1974.

 The French institutional system weighs
 more heavily on immigrants from north
 Africa, and of all the national groups it is
 the Algerians who bear the brunt of this
 system and indeed of French animosity
 towards immigrants.' The mainreason is the
 continuing reverberations of the Algerian
 war. The scars of the period remain in the
 memories of both sides.

 The general rise in unemployment seen in
 France was of course a consequence of the
 world economic recession, which gathered
 speed after the first oil crisis of 1973. Most
 of the north African immigrants were illiterate
 when they emigrated and many remained so
 in France. Their concentration in the least

 skilled areas ofproduction ispartly areflection
 of their low levels of education. Algerians
 have suffered from discrimination in the

 labour market because of their nationality.
 Unemployment was far higher among north
 Africans between the 1975 and 1982censuses
 and highest of all among Algerians.6 With
 the highestrates of unemployment, the lowest
 paid jobs and bigger than average families,

 living standards per head have been generally
 much lower among members of the north
 African community than among the French,
 a fact which is clearly reflected in their poor
 housing con~ditions. Crime is particularly
 prevalent among the most materially
 disadvantaged in society and a much higher
 proportion of immigrants, particularly north
 Africans, falls into this category. 'Beurs'
 came increasingly to the attention of the
 publicpartlyas aconsequenceofthepublicity
 given to high crime rates among north
 Africans.

 Algeria was officially regarded as an
 integral part of French territory during the
 colofiial period. As all Algerians are
 considered to have been French until Algeria' s
 independence in 1962, children born to them
 in Francesince then areautomatically deemed
 to be French from birth.? Algeria refuses to
 recognise these claims, so they are regarded
 as citizens of both France and Algeria. The
 certificating claims of theFrench and Algerian
 governments parallel the divided emotions
 and loyalties which the beurs themselves
 often experience.

 SECULAR VS ISLAUC

 From their earliest years the children
 (second generation) ofimmigrants learn their
 mother tongue Arabic or Kabyle along with
 the Islamic beliefs and customs of their
 parents. But at school French is the sole

 langu age of instruction and relig ious practices
 are excluded by law. As the children spend
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 more and more of their time outside the
 family home, French gradually takes over as
 theirprincipal language (in many cases they
 forget almost all the Arabic or Kabyle that

 they once knew) and,. at the same time,
 secular values challenge and often displace
 Islamic beliefs. Despite Algeria's efforts to
 compensate for some of these deficiencies
 by a number of educational initiatives aimed
 at the children of emigrants, there is ample
 evidence to show that Islam has a much
 weaker hold on second generation members
 of the immigrant community.8 Most beurs
 seem attached to Islam by little more than
 sentimental bonds derived from feelings of
 loyalty to their parents. However, French
 perceptions of racial difference and national
 identity of the beurs are based on images of
 the Arab world and the world of Islam. There
 is a fear that the beurs share a supra-national
 Islamic identity. However, mostofthesecond
 generation educated population is secular. It

 has sometimes been suggested that the racist
 attitudes to which the beurs are often subjected
 in France may stimulate among them amore
 militant attachment to Islam, possibly with
 political overtones.

 PRBssURE GROUPS

 Those born since 1963 began to come of
 age during the 1980s. The 1981 -socialist
 victory was an opening for substantial
 improvements for the rights of immigrants
 in French society. In Autumn 1983, a march
 iriitiated by young descendants of north
 African immigrants from the neighbourhood
 of 'les Minguettes' in the suburbs of Lyon
 was led to president Mitterrand's office in
 Paris. Organised under the banner 'pour
 1'egalite et contre le racisme' (for equality
 and againstracism), themarch was the starting
 point of the 'beurmovement'. The objective
 of this demonstration was mainly to sensitise
 the public to the beurs' critical social position
 (theirsocio-economicmarginalisation). Some
 of the founders of this movementjoined SOS
 Racisme, apowerfulyouth associationformed
 to combat racism, supported by left wing
 politicalparties (essentially the socialistparty)
 and led by Harlem Desir, a member of the
 French Caribbean community.

 SOS Racisme rapidly became France's
 best known pressure group on immigration
 afterits creation in 1984. Within six months
 it sold half a million badges bearing the
 catch-phrase 'touchepas amon pote' (hands
 off my friend). SOS Racisme prospered on
 a mixture of televised pop concerts and the
 leftgovernment's subsidies. It began to insist
 on the right to be different, to have a non-
 French cultural identity, while at the same
 time claiming politicalrights within France.
 In the heyday of SOS Racisme some people
 seriously proposed thatFrance should become
 a multicultural society, complete with
 bilingual education and all that it would

 imply.9

 The shift from the single male worker
 before 1974 to family immigration after that
 date produced greater number of imigrants
 not available for workl' (the youths and
 women at home). Their visibility in French
 cities-mainly within and around the cities
 of Paris, Lyon and Marceille-during the
 1970s contributed to the sense of a threat to
 Frenchness and the subsequentmovetowards
 a more xenophobic and racist perspective.
 The failure of the left to resolve the economic
 and political crisis that it inherited from the
 preceding decade, the presence of
 immigrants in general and Maghrebins and
 Algerians in particular, high criminality,
 general traumas of urban life and rising
 unemployment, intensified theracist attacks
 and rightwardmoveofrightparties and the
 extreme right wing Front National, a neo-
 fascist political party in 1980s. Since the
 early 1980s immigration has been held
 high on the political agenda in France by
 the electoral success of Jean-Marie Le Pen's
 Front National, which advocates racist
 solutions.

 SOS Racisme is today the principal
 enemy of the Front National because it
 symbolises the fight for a French
 multicultural society and separate ethnic
 identity, i e, integration without sacrificing
 one's own identity.

 The 80s have also witnessed a struggle
 by second generation immigrants to find
 a voice and space within French society.
 The October 1981 lifting of all restrictions
 on freedom of association for foreigners
 permitted the creation of numerous
 associations among immigrants and their
 children and thereby increasing the
 awareness of militant and collective action
 as a means to achieve equal rights and
 opportunities. the newspaper Sans
 Frontieres, the radio station Radio-Beurs,
 the rock group Carte de S'ejour and the
 magazine Baraka reflect the emergence of
 a beur culture in the 1980s. The main
 objectives have been to combat racism,
 preserve and stimulate the socio-cultural
 scene in residential areas, secure the
 educational advancement of youth,
 maintain civil rights and increase political
 participation. Thus the children of north
 African immigrants have become an active
 part of French society and can now command
 new respect.

 In 1985 a new association called France
 Plus was launched under the leadership of
 Arezki Dahmani, an economics lecturer of
 Algerian origin, with powerful backing from
 the Party Socialist (PS). It entered electoral
 politics with the specific aim of promoting
 beur candidates and politically mobilising
 young men and women from the immigrant
 community who already had political rights
 being French nationals. In the municipal
 electionofMarch 18,outof572candidates
 of north African origin of France Plus about

 390 won the elections. Although FrancePlus
 failed to repeat the formula in the European
 elections held afew months later, two young
 women of Algerian origin were elected on
 French lists. Nora Zaidi, a regional leader
 of SOS Racisme in eastern France won a seat
 on the PS list while Djida Tazdait, president
 ofJeuns ArabesdeLyonetsaBarlieue (JALB-
 Young Arabs of Lyons and Suburbs) won
 hers with the ecologists. France Plus works
 as a civil rights organisation, encouraging
 naturalisation and registering people to
 vote and bringing anti-discrimination law
 suits.'1 France Plus has emerged as the most
 effective association throughout the French
 territory. Undoubtedly this marks the
 beginning of a new era and the emergence
 of a. new political force.

 Thus a decisive and tangible step towards
 political participation has been achieved.
 The beurs have begun to be officially
 integrated. Whatremains to bedemonstrated
 now is the extent to which this political
 integration is likely to deal with the socio-
 economic marginalisation of thousands of
 the north African immigrants' children in
 French society.

 France Plus opposes the idea of
 multiculturalism. Itsupports French national
 attempts of integration through assimilation.
 It asserts the right to be the same, whereas
 SOS demands separate ethnic identity, i e,
 right to be different, and multiculturalism.
 There is an apparent difference in thinking
 between the children of the 'harkis' (those
 Algerians who fought with the French army
 against Algerians during 1952-62 war) and
 the children of the actual Algerian
 immigrants.'2

 ROLE OF BEuRETrEs

 The most adamant about their Frenchness
 are the young beur women, the 'beurettes'.

 The spatial mobility of the females,
 especially that of young girls, is still often
 controlled within north African families
 although they are not requested to wear the
 traditional veil when they go out of the
 home.'3 Itis ameans of avoiding contactwith
 western society and ensuring a certain
 impermeability symbolic of purity of the
 inherited culture and a means of preserving
 identity. Brothers (beurs) treat their own
 sisters in a more conservative way than
 would their fathers, especially where it
 concerns the issue of going out. Today
 those beurettes who were born in French
 cities are not allowed to go out freely and
 without any kind of control. There is a
 compulsion to get married at an early age
 of 17-18 and also within the community,
 which in some cases results in a 20 or
 more years' age difference between
 husband and wife. Such constraints some-
 times result in runaways, suicides, drugs
 and prostitution.
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 If France's secular education system has
 enabled individuals to better themselves
 socially, it has also been a major factor in

 the cultural tensions experienced by youths

 from immigrant backgrounds in relation to
 theirMuslim parents, especially pronounced

 in the case of teenage girls. For the beurettes
 education is the ticket to the freedom and

 equality their mothers could not dream of

 while in the rural Maghreb.

 Beurettes participated in the autumn 1983
 march to the president's office. However,
 when they realised that their problems are

 notconsidered significant, they formed their
 separate associations. There are many
 associations of iimmigrant women, prominent
 among them areLes NamasBeurs, Expression
 Maghrebin au Feminin in Paris. The studies
 show that beurettes could be characterised
 by a greater left wing radicalism and political
 activism than is found among their brothers,
 and that tlhey display less attachment to their
 cultural and family background.

 Itis alsoworth noting thatin the 1989 muni-

 cipal election outof the 50 female candidates
 of France Plus, 42 were elected. Now many
 cities have a beurette as deputy mayor.'4

 Despite the election of soime candidates of
 north African origin at local, national and
 European levels, in the coming years there
 will be thousands and thousands left out and

 marginalised. For the majority of children
 of north African immigrants in France,

 equality of opportunity in education,
 vocational training, housing and employment
 will not be achieved for a long time. In this
 situation many of them could turn to Islam
 to rebuild an identity. The beurs'
 representatives face a major problem in the
 absence of an organised north African
 community in France.

 However beurs have become effective
 pressure group in the form of identity politics,
 as political intermediaries or as a forum for
 ethnic lobbies.

 Notes

 [The article is based on the data collected during
 my short stay at Paris in September/October 1993
 under the Indo-French Fellowship sponsored by
 University Grants Commission and Maison
 Dessciences De L'Home, Paris.]

 1 Azouz-Begag, 'The 'Beurs': An Issue of
 Integration', Journal of Ethnic Studies, 18:1,
 Spring 1990, p 3. For figures, see documents
 in Ob.servateurL'EuropeMultiraciale, No 4,
 January-February 1989.

 2 The proportion of women in the Maghrebin
 population is more than 38 percent and one
 Maghrebin out of two is less than 25 years
 old. For. details see, J Cesari, 'The
 Populations of Maghrebin Origin in France',
 Journal ofArabAffairs, Vol 11, No 2, 1992,
 pp 155-75.

 3 The word 'beur' comes from the word Arab
 (rebeu) said in a reverse sang called 'verlan'.
 'Beurettes' is the feminine term. It appeared

 in the early 1980s in the immigrant
 neighbourhood in the suburbs of Paris.
 Eventually, it replaced the word Arab, which
 still has a negative connotation in France.

 4 A G Hargreaves, 'Algerians in France',
 Contemporary French Civilisation, Vol 14,
 No 2, 1990.

 5 R D Grillo, Ideologies and Institutions in
 Urban France, Cambridge University Press,
 1985, p 287.

 6 A G Hargreaves, Immigration in Post-War
 France, 1987, p 5.

 7 UndertheprovisionsofCodedelaNationalite-
 Francaise (CNF), most of the children
 born since 1963, are now French. See
 A G Hargreaves, 'AlgeriansinFrance', op cit,
 p 299.

 8 Hargreaves, ibid, p 298.
 9 Roger Kaplan, 'Through Kofi's Eyes', The

 Atlantic, Vol 269, No 4, April 1992, p 42.
 10 The ban on primaiy immigration had the

 effect of accelerating the process of family
 reunification, whereby families which had
 hitherto remained in the country of origin
 would come to France to rejoin their spouse/
 parent already resident in the country. This
 phenomenon took place in spite of the
 suppression of family reunification in 1974
 (a measure which was declared
 unconstitutional by the Conseil d'Etat) and
 its reintroduction in April 1976 under
 extremely severe conditions.

 11 Roger Kaplan, op cit, p 42.
 12 S Alder, International Migration and

 Dependence, Saxon House, 1977.
 13 Azouz Begag, op cit, p 7.
 14 Le Monde, March 25, 1989.

 An 18-minute video film on breastfeeding and the working mother, exploring the legal, social

 and economic constraints faced by working women in both the organised and unorganised sectors

 and suggesting the kinds of support that working mothers need from the State, the employer,

 the family and society to enable every child to enjoy his/her birthright - mother's- milk!

 Tamil version - Rs. 90.00 English version - Rs. 90.00

 Tamil and English on one cassette. - Rs. 110.00

 Rs. 20.00/- extra for postage. Pay by M.O. or D.D. to:

 Project ACCESS

 M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation

 3rd Cross Street

 Taramani Institutional Area

 Madras - 600 113
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